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even when the invited speaker (me) gets the day of the seminar 
(and car trip from NY to OSU) wrong !!!

Uli is not only a great scientist - he is also a great host ...



Happy Birthday, Uli !!! 

Congratulations on an extremely 
successful career !!!



OUTLINE

1) Quark-gluon plasma: The world's smallest (and most perfect) fluid

2) A solution to the                         puzzle: jets + e.b.e hydrodynamics

3) Soft-hard event shape engineering and jets

4) Conclusions and outlook
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QGP 

??? ???Lattice QCD
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2.76 TeV, Pb+Pb at LHC

Gale et al, PRL 110, 012302 (2013)

Perfect fluidity: an emerging property of QCD

QGP as the world's “smallest fluid”

Behavior consistent with a strongly 
interacting fluid !!!

QGP is a strongly interacting 
relativistic fluid

Hydrodynamics !!!
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Event-by-event v_n distributions

If one gets the eccentricities (i.e, the IC) right (IP-Glasma, EKRT)
the rest follows ...

Niemi et al., Phys.Rev. C87 (2013) 5, 054901

Details of the hydro evolution 
drop out in noncentral collisions !!!

Gale et al, PRL 110, 012302 (2013)

Niemi, Eskola, Paatelainen, arXiv:1505.02677
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The rise and shine of event shape engineering

Centrality classes: The standard (density) knob of heavy ion collisions

Centrality bins by the density, though for the same density ...

Experimental “knob”
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The rise and shine of event shape engineering

J. Schukraft, A. Timmins and S. A. Voloshin, Phys. Lett. B 719, 394 (2013)
G. Aad et al. [ATLAS Collaboration], Phys. Rev. C 92, no. 3, 034903 (2015)
J. Adam et al. [ALICE Collaboration], Phys. Rev. C 93, no. 3, 034916 (2016)

Same density Different overall shape
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QGP 

Anisotropic f low ???Lattice QCD
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Jet quenching

QGP is a highly opaque medium to colored probes
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D. d'Enterria, Nucl.Phys. A827 (2009)

Signature of QGP formation

Nuclear modification factor
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Jet quenching parameter  

Better control of theory parameters through the JET collaboration

Models:  GLV-CUJET, HT-M, HT-BW, MARTINI and McGill-AMY 

Peak near phase transition 

Burke et al., Phys.Rev. C90 (2014) no.1, 014909 R_AA can be well described
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QGP 

Anisotropic f low Jet quenchingLattice QCD

All seemed fine … BUT WAIT !!!l
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R_AA x v_2: A decade long puzzle   

Puzzle: R_AA and v_2 at high pT not described simultaneously

RHIC LHC
Xu, Buzzatti, Gyulassy, JHEP 1408 (2014) 063

+ many other papers
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Previous model calculations did not produce enough high pT v_2

In                                         we suggested that the main problem was arXiv:1602.03788 [nucl-th] 

Previous model calculations did not use event-by-event hydrodynamics 

Highly inhomogeneous
hydrodynamically evolving
medium

Smooth event

https://arxiv.org/abs/1602.03788
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Previous calculations compared (mostly driven by energy loss)

directly to data (using a smooth hydro event)

We computed, for the first time, the soft-hard correlation

Event-by-event!!!

Without fluctuations

Similar formula used
in photon studies
by Paquet et al. 
arXiv:1509.06738 
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- This takes into account the fact that high pT v_n is measured via the 
correlation of soft and hard particles.

- Event-by-event fluctuations of both soft and hard sectors are included.

- In the limit of small fluctuations one finds Enhancement

Suppression
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Soft sector: Viscous hydrodynamic model

“Old” lattice EOS

*V-USPhydro Lagrangian code: J. Noronha-Hostler et al., PRC 88 (2013); 
PRC 90 (2014) 3, 034907 
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Hard sector: BBMG jet energy loss model

Full event-by-event viscous hydro + jet energy loss model

Betz, Gyulassy and Torrieri,PRC 84, 024913 (2011); B. Betz and M. Gyulassy, PRC 86, 024903 (2012) ; JHEP
1408, 090 (2014)

“pQCD” scenario (a=0, z=1, c=3, q=0) → 

Other energy loss models can be easily implemented
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R_AA x v_2 puzzle is solved (+ 1st calculation of v3)

arXiv:1602.03788 [nucl-th] 

- Consistent event-by-event hydro + jet energy loss gives enough v2 at high pT

- Current R_AA not sensitive to event-by-event simulations

- How do we correlate soft and hard v2 event-by-event?

https://arxiv.org/abs/1602.03788
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Correlations between soft and hard v_2

arXiv:1602.03788 [nucl-th] 

Linear correlation between soft v2 and hard v2 event-by-event !!!

+ upcoming paper

Pressure gradient → soft Path length → hard  

https://arxiv.org/abs/1602.03788
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Path length dependence of energy loss

Portillo, Noronha-Hostler, Betz, JN, Gyulassy, to appear
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Soft-Hard Event Engineering 

arXiv:1602.03788 [nucl-th] 

Idea: Select events according to low pT v_2 distribution and 
study them at high pT

New “knob”

Top 1%

https://arxiv.org/abs/1602.03788
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Soft-Hard Event Engineering

arXiv:1602.03788 [nucl-th] 

Why is this interesting?

Jet quenching in novel 
highly anisotropic media!

By selecting on highly eccentric events one can keep the density fixed but 
significantly change the path length

Deconvolute hard from
soft physics!

https://arxiv.org/abs/1602.03788
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Soft-Hard Event Engineering: Prediction

arXiv:1602.03788 [nucl-th] 

Ratio sensitive to:
 

- Width of v2 distribution

- Initial condition 
granularity 

Top 1% eccentricity

Centrality class 20-30% fixed

J. Noronha-Hostler, JN, M. Gyulassy, PRC (2016)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1602.03788
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Conclusions 

- Theoretical calculations of high pT anisotropic f low require simultaneous 
description of both soft and hard sectors of HIC. 

- Event-by-event approach using viscous hydrodynamics + jet energy loss
provides a natural solution for the R_AA x v_2 puzzle.

- This approach produced the f irst theoretical calculation of high pT v_3.

- Linear response with initial eccentricities works well for elliptic f low 
both at low and high pT

- Soft-hard event engineering: new way to investigate high pT
physics in highly eccentric, anisotropic media  
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Outlook

- Investigate other energy loss models (e.g., dependence with qhat).

- Study different collision energies (sPHENIX).

- Compute the distribution of v_n at high pT.

- Compute cumulants/emergence of collectivity of v_n at high pT.

- Symmetric cumulants at high pT.

- Heavy f lavor R_AA, v_n event-by-event, + cumulants + ...

- Path length x v_2 event-by-event.

- Systematic study of centrality dependence of high pT v_n.
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EXTRA SLIDES 
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Event-by-event hydrodynamics

To study v_n distributions, solve                             + … for every event  

Niemi et al., Phys.Rev. C87 (2013) 5, 054901

For lower order harmonics, linear correlation holds: 
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Effect of “jet freeze-out temperature”

arXiv:1602.03788 [nucl-th] 

Lower “jet freeze-out temperature” allows for more time to build up flow

https://arxiv.org/abs/1602.03788
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Symmetric cumulants at high pT

ALICE, 1604.07663

SOFT HARD
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Mapping between eccentricities and high pT v_2

Portillo, Noronha-Hostler, Betz, JN, Gyulassy, to appear

Strong mapping Q_2 → 1

Strong mapping → initial eccentricities drive high pT anisotropic flow

Strong mapping independently of freeze-out and path length
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Correlation of event plane angles

Jia's prediction Our Model

Elliptic flow angle = correlated
Triangular flow angle = not correlated

Portillo, Noronha-Hostler, Betz, JN, Gyulassy, to appear
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Smooth over scales of the order L ~ 5 -10 fm

macro

micro

This was all we needed before 2010. The QGP was modeled as

Fluid dynamics at scales of the 
size of a large nucleus

Knudsen number

Energy density
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Nowadays, current prejudice
about QGP

QGP

Indication of hydrodynamic behavior now at even short scales ??? 

Knudsen number (MCKLN)

macro

microscopic scale???

J. Noronha-Hostler, JN, M. Gyulassy, PRC 2016

Schenke, 2015

Schenke, Tribedy, Venugopalan, PRL 2012


